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Parish News – July 2022 
 

An exciting project for the Autumn – calling all green-fingered residents! 
 

Stafford Mount 

 

The Council are excited to announce that plans are being formalised to revitalise the Stafford Mount green 

space, and we would like involvement from everyone in the parish to make this an inviting destination to 

observe ‘nature in action’.  We have consulted several environmental and wildlife groups such as Devon 

Wildlife Trust, Devon Green Churches, A Rocha, the AONB and Exminster Greenspace volunteers.  The 

Council thanks them for their excellent advice and assistance on what should be considered within the 

limitations of the space and how to go about it. 

 

Several elements  of the project had to be considered: 

• Environmental and wildlife (to create habitats for wildlife, and to ‘rewild’ a section of the grassed 

area – we were pleased to find a rare species of orchid growing there, as well as wild primroses and 

bluebells) 

• Planting (including pollinator plants and seasonal diversity of planting) 

• Hard landscaping and amenities (to repair the benches, improve the concreted area and to install a 

picnic table) 

• Other considerations  

 

The considerations being financial, existing repairs are needed and ongoing maintenance - we hope to obtain 

grant funding, but donations of reusable/new materials would be appreciated. Similarly, we would be 

pleased to hear from anyone who would be able to assist with repairs to the hard landscaping.  We hope that 

the planting will be a mix of annuals and hardy perennials so ongoing maintenance should not be difficult, 

but the Council would like to recruit someone who could create a groundplan and a ‘green team’ of 

volunteers to help keep the space looking its best. 

 

The project will start in September with Stage 1; a design competition for the young people in the parish to 

design wildlife habitats and some mosaic panels to brighten the space, followed by Stage 2; the 

implementation and planting.  If you are interested in helping us create this inviting public space, please get 

in touch with the Clerk.  Look out for further information on our website, on social media and in 

forthcoming issues here! 

 

Bins 

 

You will have noticed that the public litter bin outside the Village Hall is often overflowing.  The Council 

are pleased to advise they agreed to fund another refuse collection of this bin every Monday, so it will be 

collected twice weekly now, which should improve the problem. 

 

If you are an avid walker, you may be aware that the bin situated on the green at Church Street is missing.  

The bin was in a temporary home on the green, and was due to be re-sited in a more appropriate position.  

However, in the interim it was removed without permission by persons unknown. Despite residents help to 
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find it and call outs on social media for its safe return, sadly it has not been returned and the Council agreed 

to purchase another bin, from public funds, to replace this well-used litter bin which will be installed later 

this year. 

 

 

New Councillor 

 

We are pleased to welcome back Cllr. David Ostler onto the Council after his co-option on 13th July.  We 

still have a vacancy for a proactive, dedicated and passionate person to join the Council and make a 

difference.  If you are interested in helping shape the future of the village, please contact Zishan, the Parish 

Clerk, for an informal chat to find out more about what the role involves. 

 

 

 


